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With daily updates on contractor performance, 
cost control, and compliance, Insights delivers 
curated data in an easy-to-use dashboard. 
Combined with the power of dedicated ana-
lysts, Insights customers enjoy the benefits of 
increased visibility and control across their 
entire contractor management landscape.

Daily Dashboard

Human Intelligence
Insights empowers companies with unparalleled human intelligence, based on the 
proprietary, real-time data gathered within the comprehensive TRACK platform. Dedi-
cated business intelligence analysts with deep experience in contractor management 
monitor data around the allocation, acceptance and approval process and provide 
advice on where immediate efficiencies can be found. Insights also provides compa-
nies with more effective contracting strategies, workforce and equipment planning and 
contract compliance, leading to significant increases in productivity for current and 
future projects.

With the addition of our powerful customized 
analytics service, Insights, companies can 
leverage Management Controls' 29 years of 
experience and get even more value from 
the TRACK platform, leading to increases in 
productivity and a significant reduction in 
contractor overspending.

Make Data-Driven
Decisions, in Real-Time
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Providing Answers to the Most Critical Business Questions

In the first year of operation, TRACK provided nearly $10 million in 
annual savings with Insights identifying an opportunity to save an 
additional $10 million, via improved contract and best practice 
management. – Major Mining Client

What’s going on with my overtime costs?
Insights allows you to see where your overtime spend is going by vendor, location and approver, 
allowing you to better manage budgets and plan your work.

How can I increase efficiency?
Insights captures data on vendor delays and idle time and analyzes your bottlenecks and constraints 
so they become more visible and easier to manage, which leads to increased productivity.

How can I reduce the number of “off contract” exceptions and override requests?
Insights allows you to see who, where and what contract clauses are being overridden or added by 
vendors and approved by field staff allowing you to write better contracts while enforcing the ones 
you already have.

Are all of my vendors submitting the right information, in order to be paid on time?
Vendors complaining that they aren’t payed on time becomes a thing of the past as Insights allows 
you to see the approval status of your outstanding vendor hours, including submission from the 
vendor to field sign off back to your ERP system.

Do I have the right resources lined up?
Insights offers greater visibility into your skill mix and the number of people on site versus your plan 
and allows you to improve planning and vendor delivery.

Are my resources about to exceed fatigue limits?
Insights can show you who is on site and when, as well as which workers are close to, or have 
exceeded your limits for hours worked in a day. This allows you to improve your operations and 
safety in near real-time.

Are the right POs open and available?
Often rework occurs when POs are exceeded or hours are sent to the wrong approver. Insights lets 
you monitor and track PO usage so you can intervene and address these issues before they become 
a problem.




